FACEBOOK: A romantic Valentine’s Day dinner at Eclipse Restaurant sounds *wonderful.* What’s not so wonderful? Well, the fact that the average American throws out $1,300 worth of food each year. That’s like ordering 50 beautiful salmon dishes from Eclipse and throwing them in the trash! Not a chance. Food is #TooGoodToWaste!

TWITTER: A romantic dinner at @EclipseSTL sounds *wonderful.* Not so wonderful? The fact that the average American throws out $1,300 worth of food each year. That’s like ordering 50 beautiful salmon dishes from Eclipse and throwing them in the trash! Not a chance. Food is #TooGoodToWaste!

INSTAGRAM: A romantic Valentine’s Day dinner at @eclipseatmoonrisehotel sounds *wonderful.* What’s not so wonderful? Well, the fact that the average American throws out $1,300 worth of food each year. That’s like ordering 50 beautiful salmon dishes from Eclipse and throwing them in the trash! Not a chance. Food is #TooGoodToWaste!